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(19) Japan Patent Office (JP)

(12) Publication of Patent Application (A)

(11) Publication Number of Patent Application: JP~A-64-14700

(43) Date of Publication of Application: January 18, 1989

(51) Int. Cl.‘ GO8G 1/16

Identification Number

Intraoffice Reference Number 682l—5H

Request for Examination: not made

Number of Claims: 1 (7 pages in total)

(54) Title of Invention

PREDICTED W“H DISPLAY APPARATUS FOR VEHICLES

(21) Application Number 19237-170519 (P62—l70519)

(22) Application Date: July 8, 1987

(72) Inventor: Mitsuhiro NIMURA

c/o Aishin Warner Kabushiki-Kaisha

10, Takane, Fujii—machi, Anjo-shi,

Aichijken

(71) Applicant: Aishin A.W Kabushiki-Kaisha

10, Takane, Fujii-machi, Anjo—shi,

Aichi—ken

(71) Applicant: Kabushiki—Kaisha Shin-sangyo Kaihatsu

1-33-3, Hatagaya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo

(74) Agent: Patent Attorney, Ryukichi ABE (other 2)
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more specifically path

path

When driving a vehicle

in a forward direction,

path

and thus

the

the
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to reduce
Accordingly,
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